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and functions of ‘regional government will need to be 
balanced with thoee of the urben and rural local 
authorities in order to avold conflict. 

Traditional Leadara 

The institution of chleftainship has playqd an important 
role in the history of our country and chiefa will continue 
to have an important role to play in unifying our peopie 
and performing ceremonial and other functions allocated to 
them by law. The re of Chiefe shall always be exercised 
subject to the provisiona of the constitution and other 
lawa. Provision et be made for an appropriate structure 
consisting of traditional leaders to be created by law, in 
order to advisq@ parilament - on sattere relevant to 
customary law and other matters relating to the powers and 
functiona of chiefa. Changes in the existing powers and 
functions of chiefa will only be made by parliament after 
such consultation has taken place. 

THE EXECUTIVE 

84.1 The ANC proposes that the Head of State be a President with 

85. 

both ceremonial and executive powers. The President should 
be elected by the National Assembly, He or she will have a 
fined term of office and be available for re-election only 
once, The Presjdent will appoint and supervise the 
functioning of the cabinet, acting through and in Ilalson 
with a Prime Minieter who will be directly accountable to 
President and responsible to the National Assembly. 

A BILL OF RIGHTS 

85.4 Introduction 

85.1.1 A central place in the Constitution willl be occupied 
by a Bill of Rights. This will set out certain basic 
rights and freedoms as universally understood which no 
future government will normally be able to take away 
except by especial majority, Basically, it will 
enshrine principles for which we have fought al) our 
lives. At the heart of the Bill of Rights iles the 
notion of the fundamental equality of all men and 
women, irrespective of race, colour or creed, 

B5.1.2 ‘The Bil} of Rights will quarantee that South Africa in 
® sulti-party democracy in which people enjoy treedom 
of aseociat jon, and assembly and the right to 
change the vernment, furthersere, the public have 
a right te what iw being done in their name ~ we 
believe in a etrong right to information and a firm 
pe son vaqerding the free circulation of ideas and 
opinions. 

hH.9.3 The B11) of Ajqnta shail be binding upon the State and 
ergans of government at ati tevaia amt where 
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appropriate, on social institutions and persons. 

The Bill of Rights will be enforced by the courta, 
headed by ® e@eparate newly created Conetitutional 
Court, which will have the task of upholding the 
fundamental rights and freedoms of ali citizens 
against the atate or any body or person seeking to 
deny those rights, The judges will be independent, and 
wili conalat of men and women drawn from all sections 
of the community on the basis of their integrity, 
akille, life experience and wiadom. 

The Bill of Rights shall secure the rights of all 
persons in all epheree of life, including housing, 
education employment and access to facilities and such 
protection shall be ensured without discrimination on 
the ground of race or gender. 

The Bill of Righte must guarantee language and 
cultural rights. 

It must acknowledge the importance of religion in our 
country, It must respect the diversity of faiths anid 
give guarantees of freedom of religion. 

The rights of the child; the duties of all citizens; 

environmental rights; the rights of disabied persons; 
and the right not to be discriminated against or 
subjected to harassment because of sexual orientation, 

The ANC le against capital punishment and will sneek to 
have it outlawed in the 8111 of Rights. 

‘ 
Wh.2 Worker's rights 

85.2.1 Workers have fought long and hard for their right to 
set up independent trade unions, their right to engage 
in collective bargaining and their right to strike. 
These rights must be protected in the Bil] of Rights, 
which should be supplemented by a Workers’ Charter. 
This charter should set out all those rights that 
workers throughout the world have gained = tor 
themselves. The State will be a signatory to the 
International Labour Organisation (FLO) conventions. 
The Bill of Rights will also prohibit slave labour the 
exploitation of children and discrimination in the 
work place. 

85,3 Human rights for women 

AS.3.1 

#5.3,2 

Special emphasis will have to be given to the 
realisation of women's emancipation. 

Women are discriminated against and subordinated in 
every area of public and private Lite. They have 
inferior access to education and caployment and ore 
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shut out from decision-making at ‘all leveis of 
society. We in the ANC acknowledge that we etill have 
a long way to go In remedying this state of affairs. 

We support the principle of equal rights for women and 
men in all spheres, and the creation of special 
agencies to ensure that equal opportunity operates in 
practice. 

Women should be able to walk in the streets freely 
without fear of assault and should be able to feel 
safe and free from violence in their own homes. 
Concepts of family privacy and the nature of the 
marriage vow are used to deny women legal protection 
against abuse in the home, While atrongly supporting 
the inviolability of the home, the Bill of Rights 
should make it clear that thie will not in any way 
deprive women of thelr constitutionat rights to 
physical and moral integrity. 

Guardianship should be shared between partners. 
Violence in peraonal relationehipa ia inconsistent 
with recognition of the integrity of persons. 
Therefore rape in marriage should be outlawed, 

In providing that women should be allowed to take 
their rightful place in every area of South African 
life without impediment or discrimination, the law 
should take account of the reality of the lives that 
women lead and the contribution they make to society 
through maternity, parenting and household work, Much 
of the work that women perform goes unrecognised and 
unpaid; the contribution of women to national income 
must be acknowledged, 

The Bill of Rights should include mechanisms to ensure 
that women as well as men are assured of the ability 
to exercise their constitutional righte in all fields 
of life. The Bill ef Rights should thus be 
supplemented by a Charter of Human Rights for Women 
which spells out in detail the full range of rights to 
which women are entitled, highlighting the range of 
righta which they have been blocked from exercising, 
and the means whereby they will be realised, 

18.4 The Right to home and family 

9.4.1 

Wo. 4.2 

People shall be free to form families on a voluntary 
and equal basis, Subject to the principles of free 
choice and equality, eppropriate legal recognition 
shail be given to all matrimonial unions. Single 
parent families shali have legal recognition and 
support, 

The Bill of Rights showld support the provision of 
homes, employment and utilities such as light and 
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water, 80 a@ to repair the damage done by apartheid 
and the migrant labour syatem, and in order to give 
real meaning to the right to home and family life. 

B5.5 Property Rights 

A5.5.1 

"5.9.7 

The pr righte of the #djority have been 
ayatematically ignored and viole by apartheid. aA 
new system of just and eecure propetty rights muet be 
created, one which is regarded ae legitimate by the 
whole population. 

Property rights Impose obligationa and thelr exercise 
should not be in conflict with the public Interest. 

The taking of property #hall only be permissible 
according to law and in the public Intereet, which 
shall inctude the achievement of the objectives of the 
Conatitution 

Any such taking shall be subject te just compensation 
which shall be deterained by establishing an equitable 
balance between the public interest and the interest 
of thdse affected and will not be based solely on the 
market value of such property. 

In the case of a diapute regarding compensation, 
provision shall be made for recouraa to a special 
independent tribunal, with an appeal to the Courte, 

Legislation on economic mattera shall be guided by the 
principle of encouraging collaboration between the 
public, private, co-operative, communal and emali- 
acale family sectors with a view to reducing 
inequality, promoting growth and providing goods and 
services for the whole population, 

The Bill of Rights shall establish the principles and 
procedures whereby land rights will be restored to 
those deprived of them by apartheid statutes. A Land 
Claime Tribunal, functioning in an equitable manner 
accordl to principles of justice laid out in 
legislation, will, wherever it l@ feasible to do so, 
restore euch righte. In doing #@, it will taka inte 
account the role of compensation te be paid by the 
atate to those whose existing titles are affected. 
Provisions relating te property righte and 
compensation will have to be applied in such a way 
that they are not sanipuiated so a@ to frustrate a 
national land reform programme. 

BS.6 Social, educational, health and welfare tights 

AS.6.4 The Bill of Rights will affirm the right of ali 
persons to have access to baale aducational, health 
and welfare services. It will establish principles and 

10



85.6.2 

85.6.3 

Bb. 

Ma 
mechaniems to ensure that there is an anforceable and expanding minimum floor of entitlements for al), in the areas of education, health and welfare. We wihih commit the courts to take into account the need to reduce malnutrition, unemployment and homelessness when making any decisions. 

Pensions should immediately be equalieed in respect of 
race and gender, and all future governments should be conat itutlona}iy committed to embark upon programmes to ensure thak every household has @lectricity, clean water and access to waste disposal. 

Special agencies linked to Parilament and the courts should be get up eo aa to aneure that national, regional and local authorities apply appropriate shares of their budgeta to achieving these rights, taking into account the problema of limited resources and affordability. Removing the inequalities to which the majority of the people have been subjected, both by law and in practice, cannot be left either to paternalism or chance. We cannot have a nation if half the people live in darkness, half in light. 

APFIRMATIVE ACTION 

86.1 There is strong aupport in this country for the idea of 

BG. 

06. 3 

affirmative action, and some resistance, While taking on a variety of forma, affirmative action means special measures to enable persans discriminated againat on grounds ot colour, gender and Gisabllity to break into fleids from which they have been excluded by past discrimination. The ANC proposes affirmative action with a view to establishing a law-governed, progressive and equitable way of ensuring advancement without on the one hand freezing present ptcleibel bat pid or on the other going over to arbitrary compulaion, The jasue haa to be handled with both firmness and sensitivity, 

The constitution will make it clear that seeking to achieve substantive equal righta and opportunities for those discriminated againat in the past should not be regarded an ® violation of the principles of uality, non-raciallam and non-sexiae, it rather as their fulf€diment. uniess special interventions are made, the patterne of structured advantage and feadvantage created by apartheid and patriarchy replicate themselves from generation to generation, 

et giving positions to unqualified people simply on the grounda of race or gender. What we will ingist on, howe + im that the hundreds of thousands of highly merit-wor Persons who have been unjustifiably kept out of jobs, dictea advancement in their careers and excluded from training, be given their due. Those who have been kept back PY - @partheid. education and by sexist 
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aséumptions should be given Special backing to catch up. The rich ilfe experiences, knowledge of languages, and cultural diversity of. those previously discriminated against should be seen as enriching the contribution of individual South Africans. 

application of the principles of equal protection, good government and an expanding floor of minimum rights, that 

Sexist, but it wil) not prevent taking the realities of race ant gender discrimination into account in certain specified areas and in order to meet well-defined goals when trying to achieve real equality, 

Special attention will have to be given to intensive training and the opening up of careers and advancement for those held back by past discrimination. Management in both the public and private sectors will have to be de- racialised so that rapidly and progressively it comes to reflect the skills of the entire population, 

oll sections of the population have a stake in the economy and the power to influence economic decisions. 

Gender relations in the home have created dependency and subordination tor most women in Our society. The domestic division of labour has resulted in women performing a range of activities which are unacknowledged for their contribution to eocial Production and reproduction stability and wealth creation. This fituation will be redreased through effortea to recognise unpaid work, The need to actively recognise such work is vital since it affects the nature of broader socio-economic policy formulation, In addition there needs to be a commitment to equal pay for work of equal value in various sectors of the economy. 

ANC policies favour affirmative action for disadvantaged sectors of our population, This policy will appiy with equal vigour to the marginaliaed youth in South Africa. Special attention should be given to young women, who are affected by both apartheid and patriarchy. 

Affirmative action policies will be aimed at the full integration of youth into our society, in a meaningful and progressive way, * 

Special measures are necessary to advance the interests of the most disadvantaged, especially in rurai areas and aj) legislative and adminiatrative bodies shall be obliged to adopt policies which shall implement this approach. 
Special mechanisms will be necessary to advance and monitor affirmative actions programmes. 
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The State shall become a party to the large number of human 
rights conventiona and in particular those dealing with 
racism, gender discrimination and the righte of 
children,which apartheid hee until now rejected. In thie 
way we shall assert our rightful place in the International 
community. 

THE PUBLIC SERVICE, DEFENCE AND POLICE 

The whole of the civil service will have to be opened up so 
as to make it a truly South African civil eaervice, and not 
the administrative arm of a racial minority. The civil 
service should be impartial in ite functioning, and 
accountable both to parliament and to the broad community 
it serves. 

There shall be a national, defence and police force and a 

prison service, These should all be non-racilal and non- 

sexist in character, comprising personnel thet are well- 

trained, disciplined, humane and Joyal to the constitution. 

They should enjoy the full confidence of the population at 

large. 

17.) The ANC proposes that a full-time independent office of the 

Ombud should bae created with wide powera to investigate 

complaints aqainst members of the public service and other 

holds of pubite office and to Investigate allegations of 

corruption, abuae of their powers, rudeneae and 

maladministration. The ombud shail have power to provide 

adequate remedies. He shall be appointed by and answerable 

to parliament. 

Jn th We UP LAW 

he | 

38.2 

WALA 

nas 

All South Africana will be free to participate fully either 

directly or through thelr representatives in the law making 

bodies without discrimination based on race, colour creed 

or religion. 

The lawe of the country will be there to advance and uphold 

the rights of everybody on an equal basis, regardless of 

colour, gender, language, religion or culture. There will 

be no part of South Africa from which the law and the 

Constitution will be excluded, 

Those who are most vulnerable in our society should be able 

to invoke the conatitution and law to protect theaselves- 

whether in prison, on the farms or ag domestic workers. 

All South Africans shall have recourse to independent 

courts of law and other tribunals, 

without interfering with its independence and with a view 

to ensuring that juetice ie manifeatly seen to be done in 

a non-racial and non-sexist way and that the wisdom, 

experience and competent judicial skills of all South 
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Atrlcane are represented on a bench, which shall be 
transformed in euch a way ae to et of men and vomen 
drawn from all sections of South Afriean society. 

laypeople in the adwiniatration of * 

Maxisum provision should be made for ~~ participation of 
juat 

89. PERSONAL SECURITY AND CRIME 

89.1 The firat priority in any atrategy to Gombat crime is to 
understand and address the crive préducing conditions that 
prevail) in our society. In place of ideologies and official 
practices. In place of ideologies and official practices 
that diminianh the value of life or place one life above 
another the ANC will elevate the importance and dignity of 
all human beings, and commits iteeif to deal .with the 
pressing needs of the majority of South Africans. 

R9.2 Secondly, the ANC declares that there will be no respect for 

69.3 
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the institutiona that enforce law and order unless the 
people respect the law. Thie they will do if the lawe are 
just and if they participate both in their making and 
enforcement. A just criminal juetice system will enhance 
reapect for the courts and obedience to the law. 

Finally, the ANC belleves that a prison service for the 

country must play its part not simply in reatraining 
convicts but in rehabilitets gonvicted persona. 
Apartheid's overcrowded and authoritarian jaile are crime 
factories which dehumanise their inmates, feeding « culture 
of violence and despair, The ANC asserta that adequate 

resources must be made available for the human 

accommodation, education, training and job placement of 

convicts. Failure to de so will only lead to expenditure on 

an ever increasing number of new jails. For this reason the 

ANC proposes programmea that promote reparation and 

compensation to the victima and service to the community In 

place of incarceration. The ANC is against any inhumane and 

cruel punishment. 

ACCOUNTABILITY DURING THE STATE OF ,EMERGENCY 

In the context of a Bill of Rights, the Conatitution 

will make provision for a atate of emergency to be 

declared when the life of the nation te threatened. 
Such a power will be subject to strict controls by 

parliament and for the first time, by the judiciary, 

in accordance with internationally accepted standards. 

The constitution will provide fok the recognition and 

protection as far as possible of fundamental rights 
during the period of emergency, Imcluding access to 
their legal representatives, doctor, family and the 

courte of law. 

A FREE AND OPEN SOCTETY 

i4
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the Constitution must guarantes not only that people 

are free to speak their minds, but that people can 

penefit from he tree circulation of ideas and 

information, and be exposed to different philosophies 

and ways of sea the world, The right to information 

auat be secured, ogether with a free prese and public 

media, which i controlled neither by the etate vor by 

political parties, but by an impartial and independent 

broadcasting authority, There should be a commitment 

to the const ifuthonal principles of non-racialianm and 

non-sexiss, 

The Const itut jon ig the guardian of our liberties. It 

should guarantee space to each and every person to 

Live out his oF her life in dignity, either alone or 

in association with others. Freedom of the individual, 

freedom of ejvgl society and yood government according 

to conatitutfonal 
principles, 9° hand in hand, The 

atruggie for freedom and justice never ende. 

C. A NEW SYSTEM OF LOCAL GOVERNME
NT 

ci. BASIC PRINCIPLES 

ci.i The ANC believes that there is a need for strong and 

effective loca} government to replace the raciat, soxiet, 

undemocratic, tribaliat and corrupt structures which 

presently exiet. Ae. @ result of the large dieparities 

between jeca} areas and regions, 4 ‘atrong central 

government ia required to address the legacy of apartheid 

and to ensure pore balanced forme of local development. 

Strong joceal government will be complemented by regional 

government whose primar tacks will be to ensure integrated 

and coordinated ‘ocal developaant planning, the provision 

of appropriate agional gervices and to provide support to 

those local au orities which lack resources, particularly 

in the rura} ereae. 

1.2 within thie framework, local government witli: 

Ci.2.k 

Ci.2.2 

Play & eructal role in building democracy in a future 

south Africe. Local governsent will bring government 

closer ta the people and actively involve them in 

decishon-peking and planning processes which affect 

them; 

play @ kay role in development and In the equitadle 

redietr jon and re-allocation of iecel authority 

servicea, 1%. will address as & priority the 

disparities in our cities, towns and villages which 

have reauited from the policies of apartheid, The 

promotion of the needa and intereste of disadvantaged 

% 
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sections of communities will therefore bec. wo A ms jor 

focus of local government activities. 

C2. RESTRUCTURING LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

c2.1 During the past decade, communities have waged intense 

priya pe against apartheid local government ~ struggles 

over issues affecting their daily lives, guch as housing, 

health, transport, water and electricity provision. There 

has been widespread rejection of the corrupt, tinanctally 

unviable and undemocratic racial local government syater, 

c2.2 The restructuring of local government ia part and parcel of 

the dismantiing of the apartheid system. No meaningful 

restructuring can take place at the local level unless it 

is part of 4 process of national transformation. 

cr, A POLICY FRAMEWORK FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

c).1 The ANC envisages & new system of local government 1A south 

Africa which will operate within the context of the 

national constitutional 
framework. At the same time, local 

government will have the scope to take local initiatives, 

provided these do not conthict with national policy: 

C).2 Non-racial, nonesexist and democratic local government 

CX. E64 A future system of local government must not only 

assert non-racialisa and non-sexism, but will need to 

actively build non-racialiem and non-sexism if 

processes designed to counter decades of 

discriminatory 
government. The ANC 15 committed to 

ensuring that mechanisms are pullt into the system to 

enable women to participate in decision making anc 

administrative 
atructures at all levels of reqional 

and local government. 

C3.2.2 All racially-based local government structures will b 

abolished. De-racialising focal government must mea 

more than an equal opportunity to vote. The fragmente 

nature of South African cities, towns and village 

needs to be addressed and each city and town will t 

unified under 4 wingle municipality, with @ fing! 

_nonrractal votera't roll and a single tax fansie 

Villages, conmmercial faraing areas and rural tow 

will be brought together under rural distr: 

councils. 
a 

C3.3a53 Women aust be actively brought into the deci6io 

making process, Prograsmes must be designed to equ 

wowen with skills to enable them to participate wi 

have to be jaunched. In thie regard, spec! 

attention will have to be paid to the rural are 

where woren are diaproportionately 
located, 

chet pemoeral ic and accountable local goavernmcnt 

wh 
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ey hed HOP enomt at fon at the loony ! of ONG = Der gan One-vote (based on Permanent residence) * 

112 OeSmepatte local government means more than juse includes facilitating the creation & strong 

ndependent ivi) sacie ‘  @ high degree of 

@cCountabi} ity, ransparency nd the right to 
ae Participation and accountability are meaninglesa it 

People do Not have accesa to information, The public 
authority f@ responalbia should Waranteed. 1, 

Particular, eetings of the loca) 9OVErnment Counci} 

and of counct} Sub-committeag should jn Principle be 

open to the Public, 
by. Ms The independent office of Ombudsperson will be Created 

to investigate allegations of Partisanship in the 

allocation of resources, "aladministration and 

corruption, 

Via Redressing the legacies of *parthetd and redistributing 

POS PUT re R 

Voaey Apartheid, 48 & System of Segregation, has resulted in 
People are locked into rural stums, This in 

Service Provision which exist between Urban and rural 
areas and between different regiona, In, Particular, 
national ®inimum Standards for service Provision wil} 

inter alia through effective Urban and ruraj Planning, 
the generation of employment opportunities, the 
Provision ar facilities, housing opportunities and 
Services tn Accessible locations, and eflicient, 
Altordable public infrastructure. 

ET BED Gag tive ane Of Flelont focal FOVEP mn? C44 Apartheid has lore ae | of fragmented Joca) 

authorities and = bureauer, ‘t character isedq by 

corruption, Mepotiam and ing Fietenctes. The ANc ig 
Committed to an accountable mandated System of Cr. 459 Lowa) Government must have 8Ctesa to Sut flelent 

Fesources to carry out itg stated functione. Loca} 
Fovernment should operate ag ae to *neure that Ci.e Local 9oVernment ang development Ct,6. Local government must be developments) In character 

Cr, ase toval Government Should actively Promote the Processes 

of Sustainable and partletpatory Community 

development, Local 9OVer nmhent should addrese 

Unemployment and poverty through local #conomic 

devejopment and Promotion of Informa} sector 

C4. PoLtey ISsues 

Ca? Boundaries 

COLE The boundaries of lecal suthorities will be re-draun induatrial 4areu and artifictally created bantustan ang 

comauter towns, In order te avoid Toca) 

gerrymandering, boundaries will be Fe-draun by 4 
national delimitatfon commission, after taking into 

CONS ideration local Submissions, The = nationa} 
legislature shail have the final S4Y over the 

demarcation of local authority boundaries, 

C4a.2.4 The ANC belleves that future Powers and funct lane of 
ecal government cannot be detetal n Isolation 

from a consideration of Powets and unctiona of functions and Powers should be determined by nationa} 
legislation, 88 they should change over time, C4.2,2 A useful point of departure ‘for the Allocation of 
functions to the local tier te Provided by the 
existing powers of leca) ped ag “ Planning , hous{ Projecta, the Provision o Services (water, 
@lectr elty, Severage, refuse removal), health Care,



education, yoade and public transport, parks, 
community facilities (including recreation and sport) 
and envivonmeutal protection. Furthermore, it is 
essential that future local government has a specific 
responaibiligt for encouraging local commercial, 
industrial agricultural economic development 
within regional and national frameworkea. In view of 
the circumatances, it may be necessary for rural local 
governments to have slightly different powers and 
functions to urban local government. 

C4.) Finance 

C4.3.2 

Carded 

c4.3.3 

C4.3.4 

The ANC beljeves that national government hae a duty 
to ensure that conditions are created to meet the 
basic needa af the population. This will be achieved 
partly by @ falrer, progressive and more efficient 
system of taxation and government apending. 

Local goverpment should be able to raise revenue for 
the lmplemantation of ite policies, assisted by higher 
levels of government where appropriate. The existing 
system of jocal government financing, where the 
poorest areas are expected to pay for all their own 
services while the rich areas share that burden with 
business, must end. All areas which are functionally 
linked should form «a single tax base. The 
metropolitan level should be the focua of revenue 
collection jn metropolitan areas, National government 
will have to exercise some control over the nature and 
extent of jocal government taxation and borrowing in 
order to ensure efficiency and balance in the overal} 
fiscal system. borrowing which compromises the long 
term autonomy of local authorities or the country as 
@ whole muat be avoided, 

Service charges should be affordable, They should not 
be set in puch @ way that the burden of extending 
services to areas deprived by apartheid falls mainly 
on those areas. To combat poverty, subsidisation of 
essential services for those who cannot afford to pay, 
will be necessary, It will be the reaponsibility of 
local government to ensure the prevision and 
maintenance of #11 services according to acceptable 
standarda,. 

Tax resources must be distributed appropriately 
between pevel of government and between different 
authoritiga en each level, Because of regional 
inequality ard the nature of taxes collected, this 
will require the transfer of resources trom higher to 
lower levelg of government. New institutions will have 
to be devejoped to enaure thie happens ef ficientiy and 
democratically, preventing unwarranted Interterence In 
the autonomy f each level of governeent , 

i 

C4.9,5 New inatitutions will be developed to improve 
efficiency, tranaparency and accountability in 
government spending, 

C4,4 Local government structures 

C4.4.1 

C4. a2 
i} 

§i) 

C4.4,3 

Cas Civil 

Cad 

=.00e city, one municipality " 
To overcome the legacy of apartheid, the ANC envisages 
that each city and town will be unified under a single 
municipality. Where commuter suburbs are far removed 
from the city, consideration will be given to « two- 
tier system of local government. Thies will ensure that 
local needs are addreased, without excluding these 
areas from the benefitea of being part of the city. 

Sireng. meter. 
The key issues facing our cities - disparities in 
services provision, rapid urban growth, the 
housing crigis and inefficient apartheid city 
structure - cannot be effectively addressed by 
lower-tler authorities, whose focus is too local. 

The ANC believes that the metropolitan tier would 
be an appropriate tier to address these issues. 
This tier will control the primary sources of 
urban finance, and be responsible tor allocating 
funds for development and services. It will co- 
ordinate the provision of city- wide services and 
aliow democratic control over broader development 
decisions. It will set the policy framework for 
that metropolitan area, within which the lower 
tler(s) would operate. 

Eifective rural jocal government 

South Africata rural areas differ in important 
respects from urban areas. The ANC believes that it 
is therefore appropriate to create District Councils 
within rural areas. This will enable rural 
communities to develop their own responses to the 
particular development challenges that they face. In 
partnership with central and regional government, 
these councila will be responsible for coordinating 
development and servicing of rural areas. 

In order to increase community participation and 
involvement in District Ceuncil decisions and 
activities, it may be necessary to institute 
development structures at a village or ward leve} 
which would fall under the District Council. 

secioty 

The ANC belioven that all feqiaiative amd executive 
Power at the local level must be constitutionally 

on 
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vented in elected structures, In order to ducpen democracy and ensure graserocte participation in the ereans Of government, the ANC beolleves that all organa 
« auch as civic/reaidenta assoclationa, trade unions, traditional leaders, business. organizations, cultural organisations, women's organisations, religious groups, and other interest groups, need to be given the scope to influence the process of government, 

Thie can be achieved firetly by creating advisory and consultative mechanisms such aa: 

People's assemblies to debate iseves of 
significance to that town, city or rural ares; 

major 

Lecal government sub-committees with outelide 
representation to consult on specific policy areas; 

Local government commissions to conduct public 
hearings and to consider submissions from outside interests on proposed local government activities; 
and, 

Secondly, local government will have the right to negotiate the delegation of certain powera to particular bodies involving organs of civil society. 

Besides giving scope to the involvement of civil 
society, the ANC envisages that local government will 
play an active role in promoting Institutions of civil 
society, particularly associations representing the 
interests of disadvantaged sections of society. This 
could be done by giving support and resources to such 
organisations, 

4.6 Staffing and training 

4. 

&. 

6. 

1 Local government bureaucracies have operated as highly 
hierarchical, centralised structures. This haa meant 
that enormous power and akill has been concentrated {in 
senior bureaucrats, It has also meant that the 
knowledge and experience of lower level officials has 
not been duly taken into consideration when managerial 
and administrative policies are made or implemented, 
The ANC ie committed to the adminietration of local 
government on the basis of participative management 
and to reorganise the bureaucracy accordingly. 

Local government staff will have to be properly 
trained, if they are to deal effectively with the 
development and government challenges facing them. 
This will require a nationally coordinated training 
effort. Such training will also have to address the 
question of affirmative action within these 
hureaucracies, In addition, training should include 
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Capacity bullding in communities to enable then to effectively participate in lecal structures and policy development procesnsen, 

The present system of remunerat) & tocal government ofticiale te affected the or of @ aunicipality and thie leads to # draining of ekifiled personnel away from emailer localities, tt- a Bllowe for the rampant exploitation of lower level eteff. The anc ie committed to a more equitable syetem, in which all employees are paid a living wage and which encourages skilled atatf to satay in deprived areas. 

Local government etructures wilf adopt progressive employment practices. 
« 

REGIONAL GOVERNMENT 

The ANC believes that the constitution should provide for the creation of central, regional and local government (a three-tier system of government). Eact tler of government should have Pevers functions and duties listed in legislation, 

The delimitation of ragional and local boundaries, and powers and function of regional and local government, should be decided by an elected constituent assembly 

Power@ of sub-national government should be harmonised with the powers of central government, bearing in mind 
that in case of conflict the constitution and national 
legimiation shavid prevall. In essence regional government would have to function broadly within the 
framework of national policy. Regional government 
should not be able ta contradict national policy as 
expreesed in the laws of the Country, but should 
influence the shaping of these icles and piay a 
Significant role in developing mechanism — for 
implementation. 

The ANC believes that regional government should nave 
powers to co-ordinate and plan development, and to co- 
ordinate the activities of beth national government 
departments (such as health, education, roads etc) and 
local authorities (such ae urban councils, district 
counciis and metropolitan fn nt) within the 
region. The powers and functions of regional 
government will need to be bala with those of the 
urban and rural local authorities In order to avoid 
conflict, 

eeeheen 

D. ECONOMIC POLICY 
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a Democratiaing the 

A GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT PATH FOR A DEMOCRATIC SOUTH AFRICA 

The central goa} ef ANC economic policy is to create a 
atrong, dynamic and balanced economy that will be directed 
towarda: 

| Eliminating the poverty and the extreme inequalities 
generated by the apartheid system; 

economy and 
historically oppressed; 

empowering the 

PP Creating productive employment opportunities at a 
living wage for all South Africans; 

4 Initiating Viste, and development to improve the 
4 quality of 

for the poor; 
fe for all South Africans, but especially 

os Developing a prosperous and balanced regional economy 
in Southern Africa based on the principles of equity 
and mutual benefit; 

+6 Giving due regard to the environmental impact of the 
implementation of economic policy. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the ANC proposea a 
national economig strategy with two principal components: 

re Redistribu€jon programmes to meet the basic needs of 
our people, A priority in this regard will he the 
provielon of basic services, affordable housing and 
infrastructure. In addition, legal, practical and 
psychological barriers created by apartheld and 
patriarchy w}ll be broken down, so aa to open up the 
economy to give opportunities to those who have 
historically been excluded, 

2 The restructuring of the South African economy on the 
basis of new, comprehensive and sustainable growth and 
development gtretegies in all sectors of the economy. 

The democratic state will have ultimate responeibility ~ in 
cooperation with the trade union movement, business and 
other organs of pjvil society - for coordinating, planning 
and guiding the development of the economy towards a 
suatainable ic growth pattern. Emphasis will be 
placed on macreecenomic balance, including price stability 
and = balance f payments equilibrium. The policy 
$@eing | whi) be characterised by the principles of 
traneparency, predictability and + gonslatency, 
accountability, 

We envisage that such a developmental state with, in 
consultation with the organs of civil society, especially 
at local level, Rave primary responsibiiity for responding 
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«3 Increasing the public sector 
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to the basic needs of the population in the areas of health 
care, education and basic social security. In addition, it 
will be responsible for the provision of infrastructure in 
the form of roads, dams, telecommunication, transport and 
power atations, as well as for the furnishing of utilities 
euch ag water, electricity and waste disposal services, in 
ways that empower community~based organisations. 

We envisage a dynamic private sector, employing the skills 
and acumen of ail South Africans, making a major 
contribution to the provision of good quality, attractive 
and competitively priced goods and services for ail South 
Africana, Smali business activities, which contributes 
significantly te job creation, should be actively 
encouraged by a democratic atate. Special attention will 
have to be given to the informal sector, small and medium- 
sized businesses, cooperatives, family and village economic 
activity and generally to the encouragement of development 
in poor and depressed areas. 

In the context of the growth and development strategy, the 
state should respond to the needs of the national economy 
in a flexible way. The primary question in this regard is 
not the legal form that state involvement in economic 
activity might take at any point, but whether such actions 
will strengthen the ability of the economy to respond to 
the massive inequalities in the country, relieve the 
material hardship of the majority of the people, and 
stimulate economic growth and competitiveness, 

In thie context, the balance of the evidence will guide the 
decision for or against various economic~-policy measures. 
Such flexibility meana assesaing the balance of the 
evidence in reetructuring the public sector to carry out 
national goalae. The democratic state will therefore 
consider: 

in strategic areas 
through, for example, nationalisation, purchasing a 
shareholding in companies, establishing new public 
corporations or joint ventures with the private 
sector; and 

+2 Reducing the public sector in certain areas in ways 
that will enhance efficiency, advance affirmative 
action and empower the historically disadvantaged, 
while ensuring the protection of both consumers and 
the rights and employment of workers. 

Such a Mixed Economy will foster a new and constructive 
relationship between the people, the state, the trade union 
movement, the private sector and the market. 

Raciom and gexiam are present in all areas of economic 
activity in South Africa. The ANC will ensure that al) 
aspects of economic policy address this situation and 
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fromiturm tt in accordance with desocratic Principles of 
non-ractaliom, non-sexiem and the equality of all South 
Atrlican citizena, To thie end, affirmative action will be 
introduced jn all areas of the economy In order to redreeu 
fmbalances arising from the Limitations on the 
opportunities of black people and women, 

19 Economic planning will take into account the contribution 
that unpaid labour makes to the creation of wealth. The 
ANC will progressively introduce an additional eet of 
national accounts, reflecting the value of unpaid labour. 

ANTI-TRUST, ANTI-MONOPOLY AND MERGERS POLICY 

| The concentration of economic power in the handa of a tew 
conglomerates has been detrimental to balanced economic 
development in South Africa, The ANC is not opposed to 
large firms as euch. However, the ANC will Introduce anti- 
monopoly, anti-trust and mergere policies in accordance 
with international norma and practices, to curb monopolies, 
continued domination of the economy by a minority within 
the white minority and promote greater efficiency in the 
private sector, 

FISCAL AND MONETARY POLICY 

' The ANC will redirect governmant expenditure on housing 
infrastructure education, health and social welfare, to 
ensure equality for all South Africans, especially rural 
people. To this end we will coordinate fiscal, monetary and 
exchange rate policy so as to provide a stable 
macroeconomic framework and foster sustainable growth. 

.? The ANC will encourage transparency and accountability in 
the fiscal management of the democratic state. To this 
end, it will ensure that, in a democratic South Africa: 

at The budget fits into an overall development plan based 
on consultation with all affected groups, including 
trade unions, consumers, civic associations and 
business; 

2.2 The budget establishes concrete targets for each area 
of expenditure, in line with the national development 
strategy; 

act There is on-going monitoring and evaluation of budget 
performance against these targets. 

} A representative fiscal commisaion will investigate the 
necessary changes in the whole fiecal regime. The aANc 
supports a progressive tax aystem. To this end we will seek 
ways to reduce tax avoidance and evagion. We will also end 
indirect taxation on basic foodstuffs, health care and 
basic household services, 
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nt.4 The democratic atate will exercise fiacal discipline in order to avoid inflation,: 

PI.4 The ANC will Introduce atrict mechaniame to monitor end — the foreign debt of both tha public and private 
sectors, ‘ 

D4. FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

D4.) The democratic state will ensure that financial 
institutions in both the public and private sector 
participate fully in the propesed new th of grovth and 
development. In particular, their activities should help 
transform wocial power relatiangh| and build 
Inatitutional capacity in the historically .eppressed 
communities in order to break the cycle of dependency. 

b4.2 The democratic state will introduce sechaniams to encourage 
private-sector financial inatitutions te channel resources 
inte productive investment, the development of the basic- 
needs sector, and to end discrimination in lending against 
blacks, women, and informal~sector ot very small-scale 
producers. 

04.3 The democratic etate will ppp the creation of 
community-based financial inetitutions managed and 
controlled by the historically oppressed communities. 

04.4 Relationshipa with international finance institutions such 
as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund will 
be conducted in such a way am to protect the integrity of 
domestic policy formulation and promote the interests of 
the South African population and the economy. Above all, 
we must pursue policies that enhance national self- 
sufficiency and enable ua to reduce dependence on 
international financial Institutions, 

04.5 Further, we will introduce measures to enaure that foreign, 
non-governmental ald supports the national development 
strategy. 

DS. LABOUR MARKET POLICY 

Do.) The ANC is committed to full participation in the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO) and will adopt and 
implement ILO conventions and appropriate recommendatione. 
This adherence will form the base for & atable, equitable 
and effective collective bargaining system, 

D5,.2 Within its growth and development attategy, the ANC will 
develop active policies in the labout market in order to 
ensure the following: 

05.2.1 Employment creation and public work programmes 

D4.2.2 Fair and equitable employment opportunities, with 
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D6.1 Apartheid has shaped 
Africa's rural areas 
black communities thr 
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practices 

Affirmative action 

legislation: againat discrimination in employment 

Programmes to address racial, gender and rural-urban imbalances 

- RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

Training, yetraining and human resources development, 

and distorted the economies of South 
in ways that seriously disadvantage 
ough unemployment and landlessneas, 
that a democratic atate establish a rural development policy to redress these distortions and create opportunities fo 

sustainable development, 
© rural people through balanced anu 

* Rural development forms an essential component of the ANC's programmes for redistribution and growth, To redress the 

I The rural development policy will give emphasis to generating a viable, productive rural economy through activities such ag agro-industry. Sustainable job creation programmes will 
and 
areas as wel) 

incorporate the provision of infrastructure skills to enhance the productive begaryi f of these aa yaise the standard of livin people. These Fier adele should focus on economically 
’ 

viable localitie 
especially women, 

4 The 

aspects of ANC peiiey 
environment and agricu 

but benefit all people in rural areas, 

ANC wil} jnitiate wide-ranging consultation and coordinated research to develop a comprehensive rural deve lopment. progreame. Such a programme will integrate the relevant sectors of “ANC policy, including for instance 

INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

en land, local government, 
iture. 

+4 Industrial policy will be aimed, in the first instance, at producing hp gp and services to meet the basic 
2 needs of our 

increasing locg 
wateriale, 

inequalities ry 
including 
activities ang papylat on, 

2 Industrial rc 
with the needa p 

ttercns. The whia purave «® belanced a of 
On. 

ndustriallsat) je of overcoming the reg ais jaa ances of the spartheid period, the wpnmenageable concentrat en ef economic in a few metropolitan areas, 

bo
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at affordable prices, Creating jobs and 
precessing and manufacturing of our raw 
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especially with those Communities and organisations most Pi gpbile | affected, within the context of averall economic and envir 

In thie context, we will take a differentiated approach towards trade barriera, In particular, tariffte may, in conjunction with performance requirements, enable domestic and = regional producers to develop new branches of production. Trade barriers Will be adjusted, within an agreed framework, to Prevent the destruction of domestic and regional Producers, the loss of jobs, and the exploitation of Southern African consumers, 

Trade policy will be Closely linked to the overall) economic policy of the anc, including monetary and industria} policies. <A democratic South Africa will Participate in international inatitutions governing multilateral trading arrangements. In this context, South Africa will cooperate 

In a democratic South Africa, the ANC wil) welcome foreign investment, in accordance with our objectives for growth and development, and will adopt an Open approach to the entry of foreign investment, The most important way to Promote foreign investment is to establish a climate of political stability, economic growth, and transparent, consistent economic policies, 

The principle of national treatment will apply to foreign investors, They would enjoy the same treatment as domestic investors, and would be obliged to abide by South African laws, 

and repatriating the proceeds on the sale of assets. 

on domestic ie oF on foreign ownership in strategic areas euch as la and natural resources. Foreign investments that weet defined national growth = and development objectives may enjoy specific contractual arrangements. 

The ANC will ensure that investments abroad by South African companies function, not ag Capital flight, but to 
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boot our Competitiveneea and benefit the entire economy. VER rey 4A MINING AND ENERGY POLICY 

9.1 The mineral wealth beneath the oll te the national 
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heritage of aj} South Africana, generations, Ag a» diminishing resource it should be used 

the introduction of a new ayetem of taxation, financing, mineral rights and leasing, The @trategy wil) require the normalisation of minere! living and working conditions, with full trade union rights and an end to private security forces on the mines, In addition, the strategy will, where appropriate, involve Public ownership and joint ventures, 
Polictes will be developed to integrate the mining industry with other sectors of the economy by encouraging minera} 

To improve the quality of Life of our people, stimulate the economy and reduce Pellution levele, the ANC will jaunch a national electrification Programme. We will investigate the appropriate regulatory framework, atructure and operation of major energy parastatals euch as Eskom, the Atomic Energy Corporation, Sasol and Mogsgaa, with a view to re- orfentating them towards national economic and development “oals that are protective of the environment. 
PISHING 

Marine resources along the South African coastline form 4 substantial fishing industry. In the development of this industry, however, access to the resource was removed from many traditional fishing communities. Moreover, although current management strategies - which are based on a mix of Limite on catch and limits on accesa - have shown an improvement over past strategies, there are indications that some stocks are stil} being over-exploited, particularly by 

Accordingly, the ANC favours restructuring the fishing induetry by moving away from large fishing conglomerates to smaller, community-based fisheries. Management of stocks ons sustainable yield basis wii) be continued and improved, This could be done through the introduction of a more conservative, and longer- term quota allocation system which would impart a Greater measure of stab lity to the industry, The development of additional fish stocks, and the mariculture induatry - 
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REGIONAL COOPERATION IN AFRICA AND SOUTHERN AFRICA 
South Africa is part and patcel of the African cont inent in 

Coordination conference (SADCC}) and the Preferentia} Trade Area for Southern and Eastern africa {PTA} in achieving the economic Integration of the continent. 

eeaeea 

. THE LAND 

El. LAND AND AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
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Disposseseion and denial of rights to land have resulted in the present unequal division of land and landlesanesa, which will require leglalative intervention far beyond the mere repeal of apartheid jand laws. Our Policies muet provide access to land both *@ @ productive resource and to 

the need to maintain food supplies and to provide equitable and orderly Procedures 6o as to ensure that the transition is a8 smooth as possible. 

access to land on fair terms, and resolve competing claime to land Wi) be introduced by an ANC government as a matter of priority, 

The development of a productive agricultural sector and a viable rural economy ia necessary for @conomic growth and the well-being of all South blige es The productive potential of the land and the people living on it should be effectively harnessed, for the benefit of the entire nation. Our agricultural land should be treated ae a fragile and precious resource base which belongs to future generations, and our policies will ensure its enrichment, 
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protection, and {te productive utilisation aa a foundation 

for food production. 

RESTORING LAND RIGHTS, LAND REFORM AND REDISTRIBUTION 

-1 Our approach to jJand issues must be placed in the context 
of our overall devel ntal strategy addressing problems 
of poverty, wainytrition, landlesesnesas and uneaployment, 

1,1 

1.2 

Our approach must ensure that the homeless and 

landlese wil} have access to land, shelter and 
necessary gervyices for family security. 

A priority in the programme ia the need to address 
demands and grievances concerning land reatoration and 
land righta Including ownerahip, by the creation of a 

land claime court through which competing claims to 
land can be fesolved. This land claims court must be 
affordable and‘ accessible, The state shall provide 

necessary (inancial assistance for those with Limited 
means. 

The programme will include a policy of affirmative 
action within a vieble and sustainable economic 
development programme, The major beneficiaries of 
affirmative action should be the landlese, rural poor 
and women whe have been deprived of rights to land 
through patriarchal systems of land allocation and 
tenure, 

£2.2 Redistribution of jand 

£2 Pe ire | 

€2.2.2 

€2.2.3 

The present ttern of land ownership which is the 
direct result of apartheid lawa must be fundamental iy 
changed to address landlessness and land hunger, The 
programme of redistribution of agricultural land must 
be accompanied by measures which will ensure that the 
land will be productively used. These muat include the 
provision of adequate infrastructure as well as 
training ang appropriate extension work, 

The state wi}} play a key role in the acquisition and 
allocation ef Jand and ahould therefore have the power. 
to acquire jand in a variety of ways, including 
expropriat) in accordance with the provisions set 
out in the 41) of Rights, In addition, the atate will 
use policy fjratruments, eq, land taxes. which, if 
correctly appjied, could have the effect of land being 
freed t . vedletribution. The Subdivision of 
Agricultura} Lend Act of 1970 must be reviewed in 
order to pal land availeble to small fermers. fut 
nesgures aunt dose teken to prevent land epeculation. 

Immediate. attention ehall be given to legislation 
impoei a@ ge@iiing on landownership and multiple 
ownership of fares, as in the case where one owner has 

at 

€2.2.4 

€2.2.5 

E2.2.6 

£2.2.7 

oli 
many fares, 

Provision shall be made for the reatoration of land 
rights and land to victima of forced removal. 

Vacant, unused and underutilised estate land suitable 
for rceeidential and agricultural purposes shall be 
made available for redistribution. 

Other land to be made available for redistribution in 
the towns, countryside and bantustans should include: 
- Land held for speculation 
~ Underutilised land or unused land with a productive 
potential 
~ Land which is being degraded 
~ Hopelesaly indebted land 
~ Land acquired through nepotism and corruption. In 

regard to this, persona who have benefitted from 
corrupt and illegal transfers of land and interests in 
land, or from corrupt and illegal investment in, or 

development of land, shall be required to account for 
such benefits and make appropriate restitution. 

The state shall have the right to acquire land, 

bearing in mind that it is a fundamental social 
resource, to be made available to those most in need. 

£2.) Access and rights to land 

€2.3.1 

£2.3.24 

K2.4,3 

R2.9,4 

All South Africens are entitled to equitable access to 
land and shelter. In order to achieve the realisation 
of thie entitlement, an equitable balance shail be 
established between the legitimate interesta of the 
holdera of rights to land, and the legitimate needs of 
those without land and shelter. 

The ownership, occupation and use of land carries with 
it hoth rights and duties. Land holders will be 
required by law to respect the human rights of people 
living on the land, the need for productive use of the 
land, and the need for the protection of land as a 
productive asset for the country as a whole. In short, 
the ANC affirms that land holders rights will be 
subject to the residual interest of the South African 
people, present and future, in the proper use of this 
precious and finite asset. 

: ' 

Subject to 02.9.1, the diversity of tenure form in 
our country, including public land ownership (held by 
community land trusts for urban residential purposes 
and rural preductive purposcea) and strengthened 
tenancy rights, shall be recognised and protected. 

Attention sust be paid to the needa individuais to 
acquire title deeds to reaidential land they already 
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reo, prowldlog tite doen not prejudtee the rights 
ot othera. 

Diverse forms of tenure should not prejudice the 
ability of people to have acceas to credit. 

1.4 Kestructucing Agricalture 

£2,451 

2 

> 
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The agricultural sector is characterised by grose 
maldistribution of land and other resources in favour 
of white farmers. The agricultural sector is in crisis 
with debt levels of white farmers rising to Rie 
billion There ie a productive core of 10% of white 
farmers who produce 80% of marketed output, Thie has 
led to inappropriate agricultural ractices, 
inefficiency and dependence on etate subsidies. The 
agricultural sector will be restructured so as to 
serve the majority of South Africa's people and to 
contribute effectively to economic growth. 

The current system of subsidies has intensified the 
concentration of land ownership in the hands of the 
few and led to inappropriate and unsustainable 
agricultural practices. State subsidies ahould be used 
to stabilise new farmers and must promote efficient 
and sustainable agricultural production systems. 

The restructuring of agriculture ehould facilitate a 
move away from the exclusive reliance on large-scale 
single crop agriculture, to a more diversified 
combination of agricultural production systems, 
including family forms, small scale farms and co- 
operative farming systems. 

The extension of credit, appropriate infrastructure, 
training extension and marketing facilities and other 
services to black and women farmers previously denied 
access to these resources, is necessary. 

The unreatricted expansion of forestry, sugar, tobacco 
and other mono-culture production systems on high 
potential agricultural land needs to be reviewed, 

Farmers aseociations on a non-racial and non-sexist 
basis shall be encouraged to advance the interests of 
ail farmers in the context of the national programme 
ef land reform and redistribution. 

The present system of regulatory mechanisns, 
agricultural control boards and the operations of 
parastatals will be reviewed and amended. 

The hidden monopolies and controls that exist in 
agriculture by virtue of the control linkages between 
agricultural credit, marketing, commercial  co- 
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operatives, the Land Hank and the SAAU, auat be broken 
up CO enable new farmera to entaér the sector, 

JUDICIAL PROCEDURES FOR LAND CLAING 

We envisage the creation of af Independent, non- racial, non-sexiat and reecyouss tive Land Claims 
Court to preside over and: a the necessary 
adjudications with regard to claims to land. The law 
will lay down clear criteria for land claime. Priority 
will be given to victims of forced removal who, 
wherever possible, should get land back taken from 
them by the apartheid state. boty a) labour tenants and 
share croppers, and their famiiles, who have had 
long association with particular pleces of land, 
should have protected righte of aveupation end use. Ho 
one will be evicted from land or have his or her home 
destroyed, uniess a tribunal of another court hae 
considered the availability of alternative 
accommodation. 

Support services need to be established to informa 
communities of their constitutional rignts, and as 
conduits of access to the legal System and legal 
counsel, 

The Land Claims Court will focu@ on the question of 
land rights. 

Compensation 

i The land question is a question that affects not just 
landholders and the landlieas, but the whole nation. 
All South Africans have a responsibility to share the 
burden of solving it. While the market has some role 
to play, it will barely touch the problem. The very 
discrimination which forced the people off the land, 
has deprived them of the capacity to buy the Jand 
back. The market could eve aggravate present 
inequalities. 2 

In establishing an equitable balance between the 
legitimate interests of present titie holders and the 
legitimate needs of those without land and shelter, 
compensation by the state in the hational interest 
will have an important role to play. It will be unjust 
to place the whole burden of the costs of 
transformation on the shoulders @ither of the present 
generation of title holders of on the new generation 
of owners. The state therefore must shoulder the 
burden of compensating expropriated title holders 
where necessary and subject ta the provisions in the 
BIll of Rights, At the same time attention must be 
given to ensuring that appropriate compensation or 
other acknowledgement of injury done, shall be given 
to victims of forced removals ot other forms of 
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£2.7 Rural local government and development institutions 

E2.7.1 

£2.7.2 

The present gyetems of rural administration are 

undemocratia and ineffective creations of the 
apartheid etate. They will be replaced by democratic 
forsa of jacal government formulated in close 
consultation with rural communities and based on 

principles of democracy, traneparency and 

accountability ae established {in the national 
conetitution. Women @hall have full and equal rights 
of participation in theese processes. Governmental, 

non-governmental and rt based organisations 
will have @ key role to play in the procesa of land 
reform and rural development, 

Special programmes shall be undertaken to promote 
infrastructural development in the rural areas, 

includd reads, postal services, telecommunications, 

electricity,@anitation and water supplies, housing, 

education, health and recreational taciilities. 
Economic advancement shall be promoted by the 

extension of training, the provision of credit, the 
provision er marketing infrastructure, the 
establishment of seed-banks in appropriate areas and 

the establishment of agricultural product processing 

facilities, 

£2.8 Protection of farmworker rights 

£2.8.1 Those who work and dwell in the rural areas, 
especially farm workers and women, are particularly 
vulnerable in our society. They and their families 
will be guaranteed full rights and protection under 

relevant lebour legislation, The etate will actively 
prosete the protection of human rights for a1} rural 

dvellera «6 shall ensure effective enforcement of 
legislation protecting rural workers.In particular 
legislation ghall secure the right to advancearnt of 
fareworkerg with apecial attention to the rapid 
extension to them of education, health and recreation 

righte, rights to secure decent housing and rights to 
move freely and receive visitors. The state shall take 
the necessary ste te accommodate and encourage the 

independent organisation of rural workers, 

£2.9 The position of women 

€2.9.1% The patriarchal system of law and land rights haa 
deprived women of independent access to iand and 
control over the product of their labour. This must be 
addreseed eneuring that women have the same rights 
as men in pegard to all land related iasues and must 
be given fel assistance to realize these rights. 
The land clajes court should be eapowered to consider 

if 

the claims of women who are or were excluded from land 
ownership and entitlement by law, custom or practice. 

y v 
£2.10 Urban Jand policy 

£2.10,1 The existing shortage of housing and serviced 
residential land in urban areas ia a product of 
apartheld policies, and will be addressed. The spatial 
geography of apartheid will be fundamentally changed. 
Serviced land for housing will be made available to 
those who need it, close to towns and cities and to 
places of work. Urban resources and services will be 
equitably shared amongst all who live and work In the 
towns and cities, 

£2.31 Nature Conservation 

£2.43. 1 Land is a natural and nationa) resource to be used in 
an appropriate and sustainable manner. Declared nature 
conservation areas will be respected as part of the 
nation's common wealth. Wild life management and 
exploitation should constitute an laportant componrot 
of rural development. Emphagia will be placed on 
integrated conservation and co-management between 
communities and relevant local authorities in the 
development of these resources, Communities will he 

assisted to achieve rational management and 
exploitation of wild life resources, particularty in 
those areas where sustainable utilization is viable. 
Communities will be consulted before nature 
conservation programmes are introduced, and people 
must benefit directiy from the economic activities and 
income generated. 

eeenee 

F. THE ENVIRONMENT 

P11. BROAD POLICY STATEMENT 

ried 

Fa. 

F264 

The ANC believes that al} citizens of South Africa at 
present and in future, have the right to « safe and healthy 
environment, and to a life of well-being, Accordingly, the 
broad objectives of our environmental policy are aimed at 
fulfilling this right. In this context, growth and 
development within South Africa must be based on the 
criteria of sustainability. | 

GUIDING PRINCIPLES ~ 

The ANC is committed to bringing about these canditions 
through appropriate policy measures in all growth and 
development sectors. In line with this our quiding 
principles are: . 

‘ 



ie 

a: 

Sustainable Development; 

Equitable access to environmental resources; 

Public participation in all planning deciaione which 
affect the development and management of natural 
resources; 

Public right of acceas to information and the courts 
on issues of environmental concern; 

An integrated approach to environmental iasues that 
relates to all sectors of society; 

Recognition of the integrated nature of the global 
environment and the need for international cooperation 
in policy making. 

POLICY OBJECTIVES 

The ANC's policy objective is to develop « framawork aimed 
at 

>» development. This requires that a future growth strategy is 
creating conditions conducive to evetainable 

compatible with ecological and human rights principles, and 
that growth is geared towards the provision of basic needs 

to benefit the whole community, and is not seen as an end 
in itself. 

“4 

1. 4 

An affirmative action programme will be pursued within 

a viable economic development programme to ensure that 

ali South Africans have accesa to the natural 

resources required to satisfy their basic neede and to 

restore traditional access to natural resources within 

ecological constraints, 

A bias tovards deve lopment of appropriate 

environmental awareness programmes for all sectors of 

our society would reinforce harmonious and traditional 
links with the environment, and would ultimately 
empower people to participate in the planning, 

development and management of resources. 

The ANC will establish a legialative and 

administrative system to enaure elfective 

environmental management. Thie should be supported by 

the right of the public to access to the courte. Such 

a system will embrace a holistic appreach, and will 
encourage trade unione, environsental organisations, 
and communities to play an active role in ensuring 
environmental protection in the public interest, It 
will also make use of environmental auditing, with 
provision for public disclosure, to monitor the 

activities of induatry. 

Policles and programmes to ensure adequate protection, 

conservation and restoration of the environment wil) 
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be adopted. These will includet . 
we 

The integration of anvironabtel principles into 
planning and developmen’ ing Integrated 
Environmental Managersent ee y 

The rehabilitation and aaintenance of ecological 
processes and life support syatess; 

The sustainable utilisatiow of renevable 
resources and rational exploitation of non- 
renewable resources; 

The conservation of biological diversity and 
protection of endangered species; * 

The introduction of legislative controls aimed at 
maximizing the benefitd while minimizing 
detrimental effects of alien species; 

The establishment of mechanisms to ensure safe 
and healthy living and working environments with 
acceptable levels of noise and other forms of 
pollution. Where damage to the environment and 
the health of our people has occurred, those 
responsible will be held accountable; 

A hierarchical system of waste management with 
the emphasia on pollution prevention and the 

precautionary principle. 

The alignment with and participation in international 

and regional initiatives aimed at protecting the 

global environment. 

The prohibition of the import and export of all forms 

of hazardous waste, 

The redistribution of land must take into account 
measures which will ensure it will be used in an 

appropriate and sustainable manner, 

To ensure that other policy sectora incorporate the 

principles embodied in the environmental policy thus 

assuring the sustainabliity of development in a 

democratic South Africa. 

aahane 

G. HOUSING 

Gi, THE LEGACY OF APARTHEID 

G1i.1 The housing problems created by apartheid are many and 
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Gi.2 

Gi.J 

Gi.4 

varied. They include the racial fragmentation of our cities and the high correlation between housing poverty and race, A high proportion of the population hae poor access to basic services such aa water, sanitation, refuse removal and electricity there is @ severe shortage of decent, Safe and affordab]g@ housing. Much of the hous ng avallable to the poor is logated in aonotonous towneahips and under serviced informal gettlements far from Places of work, and poorly provided with Community facilities, shope, affordable public transport and recreational facilities. 

The migrant labour eyetem and the @ingle sex hostels have further contributed to the Gisruption of family Life and social cohesion, 

Apartheid's complex, racially fragmented and inconsistent syatem of administration and housing delivery hae made it difficult to introduce a coherent national housing policy and created groga@ fnequalities between and within race groups with respect to the subsidisation and provision of housing. The apartheid housing policy has focused on the housing needs of middle income households at the expense of the disadvantaged, 

The provision of pousing under the Apartheld regime hae doubly discriminated against women, with regard to the allocation, systems of tenure and all the inatitutions controlling housing. 

G2, HOUSING GOALS AND POINTS OF DEPARTURE 

The principles underlying the ANC'a housing policy are: 

G2.1 

G2.1 

G2.2 

G2.2.1 Given the | oven poverty and the 

a) Housing is @ fright; 
b) Housing should contribute to social equity; ¢) Houei ie a critical component of develo mene ; a) Commalty Sontrol over and participation in the housing delivery procese is of the utmost importance. 

The Right to Housjag 

ae | The ANC beljevea that all citizens of South Africa have # right to essential services such as water, Sanitation, refuse remove) and electricity and to decent housing, appropriate to family and individual needs. The democratic state will undertake ®ppropriate legislative and executive action to ensure that these basic needs are met in a progressive manner, it ie Her gen thet this objective will not be easy to fulfil in the short term but one towards which we should atrive, : : 

Housing should contribute to social equity 

unequal distribution Wealth and land, the ANC's housing 
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G2.2.2a 

G2.2.) 

G2.2.4 

G2.3 Housing and development 

G2.3.1 

policy will promote non-raclem, non-sexism and cater for disadvantaged groups auch as the very poor, old and disabled. ? 

All racially based housing inetitutiona will be replaced by inetitutions which are hon-racial, non- sexist legitimate and accountable to the people. A uniform housing policy aust be introduced as a matter of urgency. Hostela should be transformed into family unite, After wide consultation, appropriate single accommodation should be provided. 

Equity congideratione will aleo be addressed through, for example, redistributive financial mechanisms and allocative syetens, Examplee of these forms of redistribution are, service charges and rating systens which favour the poor and not the rich, the diversion of military expenditure to housing production and the prioritization of investment in inner city housing and the upgrading of the townships informal sett lesents and rural areas over investments in middie income housing areas, 

To enaure that women's housing needs are addressed, their full participation in, and influence over the institutions controlling housing must be guaranteed needs to be expanded. Gender Bensitivity must be a Component part of the design and implementation of housing policy, the design of allocative systems and the criteria used to measure affordability. 

A 

The provision of housing will be Placed within a total daval ntal framework. These should include economic,’ traneport, health, amenity, recreational, religious, education, environmental and social welfare policies, or policies which facilitate access. to jobs and the restructuring of the apartheid cities, towns and rural areas, As such, an integrated approach which linke housing to transport networks, industry, schools, creches, community halle, play grounds and vo forth will be adopted. in addition, our housing strategy is based on gustainability in the short- nediue-to-long term, 

G2.4 Community participation and control 

G2.4.a 

G2.4.2 

Community fticipation in and control over the housing delivery process is critical to the successful implementation of our housing strategies. 
’ 

The ANC believes that community groups should be able to participate in the design, implementation and management of their housing. We therefore advocate the introduction of » housing policy which encourages and 
“ 
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« and Improve the ¢ : 

of smaii and> medium Sized builders in the Selivers of 
housing. The posaibiti ty of dev. ae ol oa ian and methodologies onion ca ts ise 
and hence contribute ta our foreign exchange sarnivos 

ANC. The ANC Is committed to ex Plori the us anti-truat and antl ~sonopoly legislation in ‘this regard a@ well aa introduci cheapen building materials, 8’ 'a"iam® which will 
Housing Finance 

a As the state acting alone wii} not have « regourcea to meet People's housing ‘ante cans 
recognises the importance of wobllising private sector 

G4.2.2 

G4.) Land 

G4.3.3 

ties AQ 

resources and tt will devise Innovative atrategies for doing 80. The ANC t@ alse coamitted to enauring that the poor sen and women in urban ‘And rural areas have favourable access tu credit factlitles. 
The state should play « eigitfiecant role in the provision of finance for law theont housing. while market relations are an eesentia nt of a mixed economy, the ANC does not believe that the market is able to adequately address the ing needs of al} South Africans. The ANC therefore supports the Provision of subsidies to faciiitate acceas to basic and essential services and housing. We advocate the restructuring of the housing finance and subsidy Syetem so as to target thoee in moet need of aaetatance, 

. 

and Tenure 

The ANC rejects the privatisation of land supply for low Income housing and believes that it ia the state's responsibility to ensure that tow Income households have easy access to well located, affordable land. The state or state organs will play aft active role in land acquisition and in curbing tand Speculation. Some of the measures we will consider. using to curb land Speculation are the application of high municipa) rates on well located undeveloped land, a capital gain tax on land transactions and the use of legal arrangements and tenure forma which take land {and housing) transactions out of the market and guard against downward raiding by more affiuent groupe. The allocation of land in urban and rural areas should not discriminate against people on the basis of race or 
gender, foster nepotism and/or corruption and should 
not involve lengthy time delaya, 

The ANC believes that people should have security of 
tenure which does not necessarily mean individual 
ownership of both land and the dwelling unit 
Wrovision will be made for different forms of tenure 

G4.4 Housing Form and Delivery 

G4.4.1 

G4.4,2 

The ANC believes that a eg 4 delivery sysetes 
cannot adequately cater for e's diverse housing 
neede and should encourage hous delivery mechaniana 
which promote different forms of partnership between 
the state, private sector, non-governmental 
organisations and the community, the range of actors to be used should, by and ct | be arrived at through 
consultation with the community concerned. 

The private sector will be encouraged to move into 
lower cost housing, revise ites product mix and 
increase the level of community participation in ite 
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projects. 

G4.4.3 More effective uge will be made of the knowledge and 

housing expertise which will exist in restructured 

government agencies and other deve lopment 

ineatitutiona. Appropriate training initiatives for 

comaunities end emall builders should be facilitated 
by the state, 

G4.4,4 In line with our view that housing delivery is a 

process and ‘pot eimply a product the provision of 

completed dwajling units ia seen ae the ideal towarde 
which we are etreiving. The form of housing provided 

should, in the: final inatance, be influenced by 

community preference, needs and affordability. 

34.4.5 To overcome the economic problems and inequities 

created by low density urban sprawl more effective use 

will be made of land within orban areas, Housing 

densities wifi be increased in appropriate locations. 

G4,4.6 Environmenta} coneideration will also inform the form 

and nature of housing provision in both rural and 

urban areas, 

G4.4.7 Finally, the ANC believes that low income housing 

should not pe equated or confused with poor quality 

housing. Mechanisms which monitor profiteering, 
exploitation and malipractices in the provision of 

housing wil} be introduced. 

G4.4.8 The sale of state owned rental houses should be 
reviewed, and alternative formas of tenure and 

management ahould be investigated. . 

G4.4.9 Employers phovld be encouraged to provide their 

workers With housing assistance, or decent housing 

appropriate te individual and family needa. A special 

investigation needa to be conducted into the 

appropriate end secure forms of housing for fare 

workers. 
7 eeneeae 

H, HEALTH 

Hl. WHAT DO PEOPLE NEER TO BE HEALTHY? 

1 For people to be healthy it is necessary that families 

earn enough goney to be able to ilve decent lives, and 
work under gafe conditions. People need decent 
housing, wate and safe water, and sufficient 

nourishing food. There must be adequate and decent 
tollet ag thes, and appropriate and effective waste 

disposal: thja includes getting rid of rubbish and of 
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WHAT 

‘ll 

industrial and human waste in waye that will not 
dasage the environment. Health 1a also improved where 
people have a reasonable atandard of education, and 
opportunities for reat and recreation. 

People also need a comprehensive health service that 
promotes good health, prevents illness, provides care 

and rehabilitative services to the ill and to people 
with disabilities. 

IS THE CURRENT STATE OF THE HEALTH SERVICES IN SA? 

The health services in South Africa reflecta all the 

injustice and irrationality of Apartheid. The health 

service ia# controlled by a great many departments ~ 
one in each of the bantuetane and separate ones for 

general affairs and for each of the coloured, white 
and Indian “own affaire" houses. It is impossible to 
effectively plan and co-ordinate health care between 
these different ministries, 

The government's policy of privatisation and reduction 

in spending on health has meant that insufficient 

resources are being channelled into public health 

services, As a result the quality of health and health 
care has deteriorated, 

The health sector and in particular the private sector 
focuses its efforts on those who can pay, emphasises 

the treatment of disease, and so neglects the 

promotion of good health, the prevention of diseuse 
and the rehabilitation of the disabled. The focus on 
individual care also conceals the Socio-economic 
causes of ill health. Health and lack of health are 
reoted in the econemic and social fabric of any 
society. Socio-economic circumstances are amore 
important than medical services in ensuring good 
health, 

PRINCIPLES OF ANC HEALTH POLICY 

The previsaion of equitable health care showld be 
guided by the aspiratione of our people aa enshrined 

in the Freedom Charter and by principles which reflect 

the Primary Health Cace Approach adopted by the World 

Health Organisation and the United Nations Children's 
Fund at Alma Ata in 1978. The primary health care 
approach ie essentially that of community development. 
It aime to reduce inequalities in access to health 
services, promotes equitable distribution based on 
appropriate technology and integrates the many sectors 
of modern iife such as education and housing. Further, 
it is based on full community participation. 

Acces@ to health care ie a basic human right. This 
right will he incorporated in the Constitution and 

a4 ~ 
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the Mi 4) of Mighta and will be enforced by law, 

A Natfonal Health Service (NHS) 

The ANC proposes the creation of » comprehensive, 

equitable and integrated National Health Service. 

There will be » single governmental atructure dealing 

with health for the whole country. It will coordinate 

all aspects of both public and private health care 

delivery. It will be accountable to the people of 

South Africa through democratic etructures. 

All existing government departmenta of health 

Including homeland, military and prison services, will 

be integrated into the WHS, and all racial, ethnic, 

tribal and gender discrimination will be eradicated 

{rom the service. In line with the ANC commitment to 

a mixed economy, the provision of health care by the 

private sector wtil continue to be acknowledged and 

regulated, 

The NHS will actively promote community participation 

in the planning, provision, control and monitoring of 

servicea, fundamental to this approach will be 

accountability to local communities and 

decentralization of decision making. 

The responsibility for health care will be coordinated 

between national, regional and district authorities. 

These will, a@ far as possible coincide with regional 

and local government boundaries. Authority over, 

responsibility for, and control over funds wil) be as 

decentralised ae ia compatible with rational planning 

and the maintenance of good quality care. Clinics and 

health centres will be the points of first referral 

for medical aliments. 

Rural heaith services will be given priority and made 

accessible with particular attention given to 

improving transport, 

The health service will give priority to children, 

mothers, the elderly, the mentally iil, workers, the 

unemployed and the disabled. Appropriate services to 

adolescents and to young adults will also be provided. 

In addition there will be « focus on the eradication 

and control of major diseases, especially ATOS, 

tuberculosis, measles and others. Attention will also 

be given to eex education, family planning, oral 

health, gubstance abuse, environmental and 

occupational health, 

Within the Mational health services, health workers 

must respect the right of their patients to be treated 

as equals in all respecte. A Bill of Patient Rights 
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will be Introduced, Furthermore Individuals, Interest 

groups and whole communities willl be able to 

participate in the procesa of formulating and 
implementing health policy. 

Appropriate and efficient data tallection will be an 
essential part of the wus. Tt Will allow for rational 
management and planning and al relevant research to 

addresa the most important oblems facing the 
community. The private sector will aleo be required to 
collect and aubmit beth financial and clinical data tn 

order to facilitate planning at local, regional and 

national levels. 

The health service will be planned and regulated te 

ensure that resources are used in the beat way 

possible to make easential health care available to 

all South Africans, giving priority to the most 

vulnerable groups. 

Health workera at all levels will promote general 

health and encourage healthy fifestyles. 

The NHS will seek to establish appropriate mechanisms 

that will lead to the integration of traditional and 
other complimentary healere into the NHS. 

Inter-Sectoral Cooperation 

At all levels of government the health service should 

promote inter-sectoral co-operation te promote the 

health of communities. The health aervice will play a 

role in coordinating government authorities 

responsible for sanitation, water eupply, fuel supply, 

food and agriculture, egy + and other social 

services. To the extent that a threat to public health 

ie identified, the health service will ensure that the 

necessary steps are taken to remove guch @ threat. 

Financing Health Care 

The democratic government will mobliise sufftictent 

funds to ensure free and equal access to essential 

health care for all South Africana. No-one will be 

excluded from any public health facility because they 

cannot afford auch services. Only when thie ie 

achieved, will it be poesible to reduce the gap in 

access to health care between rich and poor; black and 

white; and urban and rural communities. 

those who can afford to, and ¥ contribute to the 

cost of health care, either ¢ general taxation, 

or by contributing to a nat onal health or social 

ineurance fund, or both. The cost of medical care will 

be kept down by careful accounting and the rational 

Since, however, government rr are ilimited, 

hh 
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use of resources. Methods of providing additional funds for pubjic health services will be explored, 

Essential health care available at public health facilities wii} be free at the point of service. Provision of this essential health care ie in line with the commitment in the 8111 of Righte to “an expanding ajnimum floor of entitlements for all". This level will gige with time. 

The Private Sector 

In the longer term, most health care should be provided by the public health service. The public service will pe strengthened and made accountable to the communities it serves. It wiil therefore be necessary to create incentives to induce many of those health workers, who have chosen private practices, to return to the public sector. At the same time, we envisage active cooperation between the two sectors with the common goal of improving the health of the nation, 

Public aubsidies to the private sector auch as tax conceasiong for medical aid contributions will be removed, 

Both public and private sector health care will be Carefully monitored through mechaniens euch a8 peer review and audit review, and in the private sector tighter requia¢tions will be applied on the Licensing of faciilties and on share holdings in private clinics and hoapitele. 

A National Pharmaceuticai Policy 

At present there ‘are many parts of the health service where there jm not enough medicine in store. In the private sector toa much money is spent on medicine, The ANC wil} jmplement a national dc policy to deal with these problems. Thia Pelicy will include sections on, egsential drug liste and encouraging the development af the iecal drug induatry, The national drug policy wil) aieo vnanure strict atandardn ot quality, @afaty and use of druge beth in routine and in research aituations. safety and efficacy will take priority ever the profite of individual drug aanufacturerg, 

Personnel gad Training 
The term health worker includes ali those working in the health agector whether engaged in clinical or in non~clinica| quties, All of them will have the right to join tr ‘wrions of their choice, 
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The atatutory bodies governing the registration of health workere and the maintenance of standards will be restructured to protect the interests of all South Africans. 

Training of all health workers should be appropriate 
and community oriented. Training programa will be 
implemented to continually upgrade the skills of 
existing health workers. This training will include 
the reorientation of health workers with regard to the 
rights of patients and respect for their privacy and 
dignity at all times. 

In the light of this present health worker training institutions, particularly medical echools, will have 
to be transformed, Training of new categories of 
health workers will be Investigated. 

Recognizing the substantial subsidies from the state 
to all tertiary education, health workers should, on 
Completion of their training, be required to work 
where needed in the public sector for a specific 
period before entering the private sector. 

There are racial and gender inequalities in the 
training of health workers. In particular, Africans 
and women have historically formed a sma} minority of 
the total number of trained doctors, or persona in 
middle or senior management. Affirmative action needs 
to be undertaken to correct this imbalance. 

Women's Health 

The NHS will provide sensitive and supportive care to 
victime of sexual violence and other forma of abuse 
against women. Special counselling and support for 
victims of rape and incest will be provided, 

Women will have the right to control their own bodies. Contraceptive services will be based on informed cholce, will be free and accessible, and will protect fertility. They will aleo be gender sensitive and will engage both mon and women, 

Very high priority will be given to the earty prevention, detection and treatment of cervical and breast cancer, 

Women and female children will be provided with information to enable them to make free and informed choices about all matters Felating to their fertility. 

AIDS 

The spread of HIV Infection will lead to severe joss of human life, especially of the economically active. 
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The stigma which le aasociated with HIV infection and the absence of a vaccine or curative aeagures place the responsibilities of curbing the spread of HIV beyond the health sector alone. The ANC ia committed to making HIV a priority of all sectione of society and especially of the highest decision waking body in 
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SOCIAL WELFARE 

1 

} 

PREAMNLE 

1 The ANC, in keeping with its general commitment to an egalitarian soctety, rejects the dictum that the poor will aiways be with us. It believes that poverty i@ created by society and it can therefore be eliminated by woclety. 

? Therefore, the department believes that people are the fundamental reaource of the country, since they have the capacity to develop personally and are central to the development of the economy and the nation as a whole. 

WHAT 1S SOCIAL WELFARE AND DEVELOPMENT? 

1 Social Welfare includea the basic rights to shelter, food, health, employment, education and all those aspects that Promote the physical, social and emotional well-being of all in our society. In addition, provision will be made through a social safety net for those who are unable to care for themselves because of certain problema (l.e. the disabled, women, children, youth, families in need of care, the aged and those in chronic emotional distress). The task of rehabilitating and integrating juvenile and adult offenders will also be addressed, i 

2 The ANC's social welfare policy will accordingly pursue 
welfare in the context of social reconstruction, development and affirmative action. 

POLICY GOALS 

3.1 The attainment of basic social welfare rights for all South 

¥5 

Africans, Irrespective of race, colour, religion and gender through the establishment of a democratically determined, equitable, just and effective social delivery system. 

2 The redressing of past imbalances through a deliberate process of affirmative action in respect of those who have been historically disadvantaged, especially women, youth and rural communities. 

{1.3 The empowerment of individuals, families and communities to 
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participate in the process of deciding on the range of needs and issues to be addressed through local, regional and national initiatives, : 

The recognition of the role of organ @f civil society in the welfare syatem, such ae non-governmental organiaationa, civie aseociations, the private tor, religious organisations, traditional and other Tet mentary healere, trade unions and individual initiatives through the establishment of guidelines for mutual cooperation. 
The encouragement of economic grovth fra the development of economic policies that ensure equitable rediatribution through social services that are not only seen as forms of Consumption, but also as a meang of social investment. 
HROAD PRINCIPLES, 

This policy i# based on the belief in the human dignity of all in South africa. 

We acknowledge that the State has a major role in meeting the legitimate and realletic expectationa of all, especialty the poor, disadvantaged and other vulnerable persons, 

We believe in the importance of the family as it ia understood within the social and cultural norma in South 

reconstruction of family life. 

VALUES AND GUIDELINES 

Equity 

ak People have the right to fair treatment based on their contributions to society, except where the ability of individuals to contribute to saclety through work or other waya is beyond their control, 

Accessibility 

wih Services must be acceasible not only in terms of physical proximity but also in te of language and the elimination of bureaucratic ¢ tape, 

Democracy 

B.¥1 The Interests and needs of all should be represented, Planned tor and implemented through a democratic process. 
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15.4 Community participation 

15.4.1 People affected by social problema or need must have 
access to and be part of decision making structures 
which attempt to resolve these probleme, 

15.5 Accountability 

18.5, Officials and civil servantea will constantly refer to 
the usera of services for feedback and 
recommendations. The office of an Ombud will have to 
look inte the violation of pre-determined codes. 

16.6 Equality 

15.6. Benefite willl-be allocated in a way which will 
equalica the distribut lon of resources and 
opportunities in our society, 

15.7 Social Services as a Right. 

bs. ay All those who require services should feel free to 
epply for such aervices without fear of being treated 
aa second clase citizens. 

15.@ Decentralisation 

15.8. Services ghall be planned and developed at aa local a 
level a@ possible to aliow for participation and 
access, 

16 TYPES OF SOCIAL PROVISION. 

16.1 Neeling Basic Needs 

16.2.1 An inter-sectoral approach will be pursued to ensure 
that basic needs, accerding to acceptable minimum 
etendarde are met, especially with regard to work, 
housing, health care and education. 

16.2 Direct Social Services 

16.2.1 

16.2,.1.2 

16.2.1,2 

A comprehensive range of services addressing child and 
family welfare, alcohol and substance abuse, mental 

- and phyelog} health and rehabilitation of juvenile and 
adult off ee will be ensured, Counselling and other 
support programmes vill be promoted through policy and 
programme aures, particularly for the following: 

Victims of Political and criminal Violence; 

Youth whq fave been destabilized as a resuit of 
politica} ession and the breakdown of the 
education gystes; 
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16.2.1.) 

16.2.1.4 

16.2, 3.% 

6.2.1.6 

16.2,.1,.7 

16.2.1.8 

16.2.1.9 

Rural Communities that are underdeveloped and 
disempowered; 

Women who have suffered the effects of domestic 
violence, rape and other aspects which undermine their 
full development as contributing members of society; 

Returnees, ex-political prisonera, ex-combatants and 
veterans who have played a critical role in fighting 
apartheid, as well ag dependants of the above and of 
those who have died or been injured in the cause of 
the struggle; 

The disabled whose rights to full participation in 
society through appropriate legislative measures will 
be ensured; 

Children who have suffered as a result of apartheid; 

The Aged who are in need of community care and other 
factlities, 

in addition, services of a social development nature 
aimed at empowering communities will be actively 
encouraged. 

16.3 Social Security Provision 

16.3.1 

16.3,28.1 

16.3,3,2 

16.3,4%.3 

16.3,1.4 

16.3,1,5 

The ANC commite itself to a National Social Security 
Syetem within the limits of its resources. The two 
major forms of social security will include: 

Social Inaurance financed through contributions of 
potential beneficiaries and subsidised by employers. 
This aspect falls within the ambit of Human Resource 
Development but should be reviewed in consultation 
with Social Welfare; 

Social Assistance for those who cannot provide for 
themselves because of circumstances beyond their 
control, @.g. the aged, disabled, families in need and 
other maintenance grants shall fall within the ambit 
of Social Welfare; 

All social pensions, including those for the aged, 
will be equalized and the dignity, safety and 
en of reciplents will be observed at ali 
times; 

Provision will be made for those who have fought for 
national liberation in the same manner that South 
African society hae traditionally catered for those 
who have served in its armed forces; 

The existing social assistance legislation will have 
to be reviewed in accordance with acceptable agreed 
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THE STRUCTURE OF THE DELIVERY SYSTEM 

.. There will be a single department of Secisl Welfare and 
Development with key functional departments. 

Inter-sectoral government etructures will be developed in 
consultation with key departmenta to prosete a coordinated 
national development plan. 

Regional and local social development structuree will be 
negotiated with reqional and local government departments. 

Existing state subsidized voluntary welfare organiaat ions 
shall be restructured to ymert the principles ino thene 
poticlea, 

» There will be a comprehensive review of all existing 
legislation on social welfare services to ensure that euch 
legisiation is in line with the goals and principles in 
this policy. Voluntary welfare organisationa that are 
subsidised by the atate will have to go through a rigorous 
process of restructuring to comply with affirmative action 
principles with regard to staffing, decision-making 
structures and services. 

EDUCATION AND TRAINING OF SOCIAL SERVICE PERSONNEL 

#.1 Emphasia will be placed on appropriate training to address 
the immediate development needs at community level. The 

education and training of social service personnel shall be 

geared to developing » pool of akilled pere@onnel that can 

be deployed within communities within a short period of 

time, Curricula at institutions will be developed within 

the context of the experiences and social economic and 

political realities of southern Africa while retaining 

essential theoretical frameworks and techniques. Personne! 

shall be selected and trained with regard to affirmative 

actlon. 

9 FINANCING THE SOCIAL SERVICES 

9.1 Social weifare expenditure will be channelled through the 

national budget of the central government. Allocations for 

the financing of the social services at regional and loca} 

levels will be determined according to need, the existing 
inequalities in service provision and the priorities 

determined by structures on social development. in 

instances where regional authorities are unable to meet 

projected social welfare goalie or targets the cause of 

inefficient social delivery systema further funds to the 

regions will be dependant on measures taken to address the 

situation. 

9.2 Private sector sponsorship of community welfare programmes 
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initiatives @hall be developed wit! an agreed phased 
shall be encouraged. In thie “shy community based 

coordinated programme targeting priority heeds. 

EVALUATION OF SOCIAL WELFARE POLICY 

1 There shall be a continuous procesé et monitoring and 
evaluating the policy goals and the methods used to 
attain them. 

aheona 

EDUCATION, HUMAN RESOURCE’ DEVELOPMENT AND 

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY : 

OUR OBJECTIVES 

1 The challenges that all countti@d face in realising 
their full potential for de nt, growth and 

democracy have been compounded in th Africa by the 

ravages of apartheid. Our pei iets for the development 
and conservation of our national tesources - human, 

natural and scientific - will both address the 

consequences of the past and lay the basis for 5 

different future. 

2 The goals we have set cannot be achieved unless all 

people are empowered, through education and training, 

for active involvement a9 citizens in the democratic 

process and as workers in the economy. 

3 we believe that education and training is a basic 

human right and that all individuals should have 

access to Lifelong education and training, 

irrespective of race, class, Yender, creed, age, 

sexual orientation and physical or mental disability. 

Furthermore, we ‘believe that the right to education 

and training should be enshrined in a Bill of Rights 

which should establish principles and mechaniems to 

ensure that there is an enforceable and expanding 

minimum floor of entitlements fot all. 

4 The ANC'a science and ag tage. policy will serve 

democracy, will not be made in. secret, but with 

openness and maximum participation, A key objective of 
this policy will be to improve understanding of and 

democratic access to sclence and technology for all. 

5 Our natural resources aust be whi iene to meat the 

ever-growing needs of our people, aking special care 

not to degrade but to preserva and improve the 

environment for the benefit of all citizens at all 

times. 
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JA2. INTEGRATED POLICIES AND DEMOCRATIC PARTICIPATION 

JA2.2 

JA2,2 

JA2.3 

JA2.4 

JA2.5 

The ANC is committed to the evolution of a coherent 
and nationally integrated strategy for the development 
of our country's human resources. Education and 
training gat }ales will be integrated within the 
framework for economic transformation and with the 
strategy for the conservation of our natural 
resources, gnd with the objective of uging the 
benefits of gclence and technology to the full. 

The ANC believés that the state hae the central 
responalbility for the provision of education and 
training. Only the atate ia in a position to ensure 
that the present inequalities are redressed. More 
generally, given the importance of education for 
soclal and economic development, ite provision cannot 
be left to the market as has been the case in the 
past, especially in relation to industrial training. 

However, organe of civil society have an important 
role to play in the provision of education and 
training. Where non-governmental agencies provide 
education and training, the state will eneure that 
thie is undertaken within the framework of national 
education policies and principles, 

it ts essential that problems be looked at in an 
inclusive way, with « broad national viaion, eeploying 
the talents and know-how of all with experience in the 
field. It §@ also important that we plan development 
on a etep-by-atep basis, concentrating our resources 
on reallsable targets at each stage. 

The ANC belfevee in democratic participation, not only 
in the development of policy in education, human 
resources and acience and technology, but in the 
administration and management of inetitutione in these 
fields. We ere committed to the establishment of 
relevant etructures for such participation. 

eeenne 

J. EDUCATION 

Ji. PROVISION 

Ji.k Early Childhood gducare 

Pe re re | 

JL. tb.2? 

We believe that the state must develop a framework and 
infrastructure to address the needs of @arly childhood 
educare, 

The provision and financing of early childhood educare 
will be undertaken by the state in conjunction with 
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employers and the community. 

J1.2 School and Further Education 

Ae er see | 

JbL2.2 

34.2.2, 

41.2.2. 

Ji.2.3 

A1.2.4 

J2.2.5 

We are committed to the proviaion of a ainimum of ten yesre of free and compulsory education which ehall include, where poselble, one year of pre-school education. This commitment ia based on our bellef that ten years of quality education is the sinimus necessary to prepare individuals to perticipate in the economy and society. 

We are also committed to redressing the Inequalities relating to subsequent years of achooling and further education, This will be done through creating institutional and financial mechanisms that ensure: 

Maximum flexibliity and mobility between different levels of the education and training system - both 
formal and non-formal. 

That students who wish to proceed beyond ten years of 
schooling and who do not have the means to do so will have access to financial assistance in the form of bursaries, student loans, etc. 

Appropriate provision will be made for individuais with disabilities and special learning needs, 

The proviaion of free and compulsory education will be based on equalising the per capita expenditure between black and white education, This will be done within a framework which ensures that resources are redistributed to the moat disadvantaged sectors of our society, in particular, women, rural and = aduit students, and mentally or physically disabled children 
and adulta, 

We are committed not only to increasing the quantity (i.e. number of years) of education that individuals have accesa to, hut also improving the quality of the education that they receive, Thin will reqatre, amongat others, the adequate provision of basic resources guch ag equipment and textbooks, improving teacher training and development, improving teacher pupil ratios, etc, a Aiea ene 

31.3 Marginalised Youth 

Jt.d.a We are committed to creating Institutional mechanisms to provide education toe a level equivalent to a echogl-leaving certificate to meet the Specific needa of the large nuabers of youth who have been expelled or dropped out of the schoo) System ae a direct consequence of apartheid practices. Such mechanisms will be designed to ensure the reintegration of these 
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Youth back inte the formal education aystem, 
YL.4a Adal Rtnecation 

Ji,@.n We are committed to the development and Provision of 
and numeracy) to a level equivalent to a school- nto Certificate, Special programmes involving the ty 98 « whole will have to be developed to address the probles of {iliteracy, especially in the rural areas, 

Jt.4.2 Employers will have the priee responsibility for 
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gener mrss ne 

4.3 There will be « national aystem of Standards anid certificates for adult basic education and adult education in general to enable individuals to Participate in, and move between, the formal and non- formal education and training system, 
CONTROL 

and training system, The active participation of organs of civil society in poth formal and non-formal education should include teachers, students, parents and workers. Gender balances at all levels will also be redreased, 

can best be achieved by creating a balance between the role of the central state and that of regional and local authorities, While the central state should be responsibie for the development of national policies and principles, financing education, the development of a national Curriculum, and the development and maintenance of national Standarda, regional and local authorities Should be responsible for the day-to-day administration and management of the education and training system, 
A CORE CURRICULUM AND NATIONAL STANDARDS 

relevant to beth the needs of the individual, as well a8 the social and economic needs of society. We are committed to a curriculum which is based on the principles et co- 
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national curriculum which Provides a general education based on integrating academic and votational skills. 

We believe that « general ediication firstly, better Prepare individuals to adapt te the heeds of a changing and dynamic @ i} and Pent fot differentiating between different hypes of educa lon, it ensures equality of opportunity for all. 

We belleve that a national core curriculum should ancourage the development of # national : atic culture which accommodates cultural and regional diversity as long as thie does not conflict with national goals. 
The national core curriculum will promote non-sexist values and attitudes and remove ai} gender stereotyping from the curriculum, The structure of the Curriculum will also ensure gender is not a criterion for access to any subject. Furthermore, special help should be available to female studenta to improve and extend their Skills in areas from which they have been previously excluded. 

Furthermore, we believe that a national core curriculum should be. complemented by a nati 1 accreditation and certification eyatem for both oreal and non-formal education and training. This would engure that there is maximum flexibility for horizontal and vertical mobility between different levela of the aducation and training System, both formal and informal, 

LANGUAGE POLICY FOR EDUCATION 

J4.1 We recognise the multilingual nature of south Africa and 

aa, 2 

believe that all Individuals must have accesa through their mother tongue and a language of wider communication to all avenues of social, political, economic and educational life. 

We are committed to providing acceas to a minimum of two languages - a regional lingua franca and English. In cases where, (Ciratly, there is more than One regional tingua franca access will be provided to @ach except where not possible because of practical constraints; and secondly, where the home language of the student differea from the regional ttngqua franca, aecess to the mother tongue will we provided except where {mpractical. 

Rennes 

K. THE DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES 

KI, BASIC PRINCIPLES 

K1.1 The ANC’a goal fer Muman Resources Development is full 
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Ki. 

KI. 

K2 

K2. 

K2. 

K2. 

K2. 

K2. 

employment with @ rieing atandard of living and quality of 
social and working Jife for all South Africana, regardiese 
of race, sex, cles religion, creed, sexual orientation 
and physical or mental disability. 

To ensure democratic participation, the ANC is committed to 
the establishment of structures in which the executive arm 
of the state, employers, trade unions and other organs of 
civil society are represented, and which will have a 
determining role jn the setting of policies and practices 
for employment, training and skilis development, 
subordinate to the gupreme will of parliament. 

The ANC la committed to the establishment of a nationally 
integrated syatem of education and training. All eector 
specific training, including for the public sector, welfare 
and eporta, will take plece within the national framework 
to ensure that ekjlle scquired are nationally recognised, 
portable and contribute to career~pathing. 

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY 

2. 

2. 

Provision of education and training will be linked to the 
development of human resources within a national 
development strategy aimed at the restructuring of the 
economy, redistripution and the democratization of society. 

Such a strategy wi}} @enaure that al) development programmes 
are pursued in a aystematic, coordinated and comprehensive 
manner to ensure that: 

1 Development prograpnes are sensitive to specific needa 
of each community, particularily with regard to the 
needs of women, youth, rural people and the disabied; 

+2 Allocation of resources in development programmes must 
redrese deprivations and imbalances between and within 
different communities; 

B) The provision of education and training within 
development programmes should have recognition within 
the nationa} education and training system. 

K}, ECONOMIC GROWTH AND PRODUCTIVITY 

K3}.1 The human resourceg of South Africa are our greatest asset 

K). 2 

and source of pational wealth, The ANC believes that 
without massive gpd consistent investment {in our human 
resources we wij} got achieve the economic development and 
growth that we peed to ensure @ productive economy. 

The ANC is comejtted to the establishment of a wational 
Training Fund to promote investment into human resources 
development. The fond will include a levy on employers. an 
additional levy will be pald by employers when retrenching 
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workers + guch levies to contribute to the retraining of retrenched and unemployed workers, 

There will have to be a vigorous akille upgrading Programme, especially for the most disadvantaged sectors of our society, in particular women, youth and rural people. This upgrading will be fundamentally integrated with the restructuring of the economy and employment creation programmes. 

The ANC is committed to the creation and development of productive employment opportunities with a living wage for ail South Africans, 

The ANC's Human Resources policy hee the objective of active labour market policies aimed at developing and directing human resourcea to areas of social and economic need, including rural development. This includes putting in Place mechanigme which identify oreas of decreasing labour needs. It will include the creation of opportunities as well as identifying existing opportunities where more people can gain useful and mean ngtul employment. These will ensure that workera whose employment is threatened by the introduction of new technology, new forms of work organisation or the decline of certain sectors of the economy are actively asaiated and encouraged to develop the knowledge and skilla needed to move to new areas, Communities will be encouraged to play an active role in identifying and implementing such new areas, for example, basic infrastructure. 

Active labour market policies will ain at achieving full employment and will include atrategies to ensure; firstly, the development of an integrated education and training System which allows people to develop to their full potential and possesa enployment mobility across companies and industriea; and secondly, the development of a comprehensive social security system with adequate provision for unemployment and workers’ compensation. 

Research and development programmes wil} be established to Support and promote these objectives, with the emphasis on rural development. 

The state must ensure a proper population census ia made and proper etatiatics are kept in consultation with the Labour Market Commission. 

K4 {ARBOUR AND EMPLOYMENT 

Ka.d We pr @ the establishment of a National Labour Commiagion, which will be composed of representatives from government, trade unions, hn et aug organisations and other relevant organs of civil soc ety. It would act as a central coordinating body in relation to all labour matters and would make recommendations, including draft leqislation, to 
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Parliament, 

The commission would deal with #1) mettera relating to labour righte and eeployment practices. The commisaion with be empowered to: devolve ite povers and functiona to Subordinate bodies whore composition will be apecific to their functions, 

For the short- to medium-term, the ANC ig committed to the active implementation of affirmative action strategies as part of a code of employment practice, to redress historically disadvantaged groups and regions, 

The ANC will pursue a Vigorous affirmative action and restructuring programme for the public @ervice to reflect the national composition of our Population in order to moet the needs of all South Africans. 

Employment policy 

implementing the development of productive 
employment opportunities with a living wage for a1) South Africans, the ANC ie committed to fair and 
equitable recruitsent and selection policies, without 
forced lebour, press ganging, or the apartheid 
migratory labour system and including the abolition of 
child labour and non-rehabiiicatory prison labour. 

Re In ensuring the realisation of fair and equitable 
employment opportunities, legislation will be adopted which will outlaw all forme of discrimination in the 
workplace. 

Noalth and Safety 

’ The ANC is committed to the establishment of health 
and safety standarda that shall be enforceable, to 
preserve both the working and the natural environment, 
and will guarantee the protection, health and safety 
of workers in all sectors of the economy, 

a Legiaiation will be enacted to provide adequate 
compensation to those whose health hae been damaged 
through inadequate health and eafety practices. 

Labour Relations Policy 

aa The ANCta Labour Relations Policy ie aimed at 
fostering industrial peace and the settlement of 
Wisputes through: 

K4.7.1.1  Recogniging the righte of {ree association of workers 
and their rights to representation in ali structures 
where their interests are affected, especially the 
extension of these rights to farm and domestic 
workers; 
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K4.7,1.2 Recognition of the right to etrike for workera in all 
sectors; 

K4.7.1,3 0 Maintain the system of collective bargaining and underpin collective agreement® ae legally binding on the different parties; j 

K4.7,1.4 Recognition of the right td paid maternity and paternity leave with employment security; 
K4.7,.1.5 The formulation and fuplamentation of «# Labour Relations Act which wlll protect the interests of all workers, inciuding farm, domestic and public service workers; 

‘1.6 The transformation of the Industtlal court aystem to enforce the provisions of the Labour Relations 
legislation. 
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KA.7.1,7 The ratification of 110 conventions and the consequent 
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respect of employer and employee tights and employment 
codes, as recognised by these conventions. 

RIGHTS OF WOMEN WORKERS 

Our policy proposals with regard to the training, education 
and employment of women will address the Special problems of women workers, including: 

: The recognition of women's skills through equitable 
remuneration based on the principle of “equal pay for 
work of equa) value"; 

er The training of women for skilled jobs normally 
performed by men; 

PS | Career paths for areas of “traditional” women's work; 

4 The provision of child-care facilities for in 
training, at meetings and at work; 

3 The provision of equal facilities for men and wo on in 
training and at work, 

6 The development of non-sexist training materials and 
documentation, 

A CODE OF PRACTICE 

K6.1 A code of practice in relation to training, education and 
adult education, ae determined by estate, together with 
employers, trade unione and other o of civil society, 
will promote the achievement of out policy objectives. it 
should encompass at least the following: 

K6,1.1 The integration of training, @ducation and adult 
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K7.1.2 

«1 Training will be 

be The estate 

education inte a nationsl system of qualifications and accreditation ich allow people to tranefter credits between the different ayetema, and which le recognised and accredited py employers and also allows people full employment mobility; 

12 On-going empjoyment advice, 
counselling ‘from basic achooling 
retirement; 

career guidance = and 
through to 

3 The training of. trainers and educators in an 
integrated national @trategy to meet the needs of a} } sectorea of the soclety; 

4 Community membera sent on training programmes § in 
conaultation with their communities need to be 
effectively used and deployed where they are needed on completion of training. They will feed back into the community the akille that they have gained. A data 
base of those who have heen on such training programmea will be established and follow-up tracer studies used ta enable the implementation of this. 

| The prioritisation of an appropriate tachnology policy and the training of technicel epeciailets to ensure that our economy meets the needs of ali South Africana within the context of the world economy ; 

+6 The adoption of a national policy on the importation of skille and technological know-how which will aim to lessen our dependence on these importe and Increase our Gapacity ta be self-reiiant. We will actively seek the support of our international allies to achieve this goal; 

Pi | To prioritise etrategies for employment creation prograames and employment security. Within these programmes, to prioritise policies for training of youth and women, Such programmes and training will lngiude aatety and protection rights, 

TRAINING AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT 

jinked to economic policy and form an integral part of the reatructuring of the economy. It will be developed within the following framework, 

ther with trade unions, eeployers and other organg 6f civil society will Play a central role in planning, japlementing and wonitering training, with ag tee for selection and testing, which accerg@ with national standards. 

The effects of apartheid discriminatory policies will be redressed. 
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PS | Al) workere will have the right to pald education and training leave. Retrenched and Uiemployed workers have the right to re-training to help them secure employment or contribute, with aasietance, to creating employment. 

+4 Access to education and training will be made 
available throughout @ person's life to enable him/her to keep pace with technological changes and continually develop hie or her abilities in order to achleve secure employment and a rising atandard of living. 

P| Training must be linked to an independent and agreed grading system, pay and the Person's potential. Workers must be able to advance along a career path through training. These will be determined at national level and will apply to urban and rural people, and to both formal and development Linked employment. 

6 Provision will be made for the recognition of skilis which people already have. Such recognition will be linked to and integrated with the national accreditation syatem. 

seheoea 

L, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

Lb. BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Li. The use of technology can @nhance human potential and improve the quality of ilfe for ali citizens of Seuth Africa, thereby helping to achieve the broader sacio- economic and political goalea of a democratic South Africa. However, technology can also be miwumed, as has been the case with the apartheid regime, under which the benefits of technology have been directed to the white minority at the expense of the majority, The ANC is committed to redressing thia imbslance, using science and technology for ail. 

Advances in science and technology cannot be achieved unless grounded in sound education and research policies, which have ag their aim the maximus utilisation of the full potential of all human resources in our country and which allow for creativity in acientific and technological research and design, 

inputs inte national economic development, on the same 
ts are to be Productive then the pravision of appropriate technology must be supported by @ skilled workforce which can operate 
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that technology effectively and develop it further, 

1.2. AN INDIGENOUS TECHNOLOGICAL BASE 
12.1 To achieve these ende South Africa requires a healthy indigenous and appropriate technological base, which is founded upon: 

Relevant, Publicly accountable, and eflicient research and deve lopment ; 

The selective application of new technologies, especially in the areas oof = =micro-electronics, information technology, biotechnology, new materials and medical technologies; 

industrial re-orlentation and restructuring, to atrengthen the manufacturing base; 

The integration of trade unions and other relevant organs of civil society into the decision«mak ing process, 

12.2 To achieve these ends there is a need for the right macro- science and technology policy, covering education, training and research and the application and davelopment of technology in atl economic and social spheres, 

13, RDUCATION AND TRAINING 

La? 

To foster s climate for the growth and development of a scientifically literate and technically able society; 

To provide high-quality, *ppropriate and flexible Programmes in acience, mathematics and technology within general education at ali levels; 

To provide ongoing accredited adult aclence and technology education programmes, including worker training and education, especially as regards the retraining of workers whose jobs were replaced by machines; 
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L3.1,4 To implement affirmative action programmes to increase the numbere of acientists and engineers from amongat ati our people; 

LIES To Include an environmental > sera in science and technology training and education; 

L3.2.6 To include a pecapenstve in the development and “pplication of science and technology which is sensitive to gender specific feeds, the disabled and eiderly people. 

1.4. TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

14.1 Eneuring that scientific and teohdelesioa: knowledge are both developed and effectively ay in ways which help achieve our economic, social and ave lopmental goals, will require concerted action aioeng a humber of pathe, with these objectives: 

ee ee | To aesess technology tab * Sectoral needa and to advise on policy developme nm those sectors; 

14.3.2 To support innovation and the growth of indigenous 
technologies, eapecially by @ncouraging increased spending on research and development by the private sector; 

ha.a.3 To foster co-operation in #clence and technology 
between induatry, education and tesearch institutions, 
and atate organisations; 

fa,t.a To retain a basis of fundamental research which te 
internationally recognised and relevant to the long 
term needs of the country; 

14,1,8 To identify opportunities. for local expertise and 
locally manufactured goods in overseas markets; 

14.1.6 To foster regional co-operation in science and 
technology. 

L5. A KEY ROLE FOR GOVERNMENT ‘ 

15.1 Polley objectives compete for state funda. Sclence and technology policy requires the use of resources to be efficient, equitable and publicly accountable. 

LS.2 The ANC will review and restructure the science and technology system in consultation with the relevant organisations. The ANC will accord enment a key role in technology development by eatabl ine appropriate and powerful democratic structures ta formulate policy with maximum participation, The ANC will consider establishing an independent Office of Technology Assessment. 
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